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Number of participants who agreed/strongly agreed with each statement pre and post workshop

PA students arrive with increasing exposure and
proficiency in technology, raising expectations for
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Workshop to teach technology integration after
individual faculty skills assessment and support from
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Faculty development workshop for technology
integration is well received by PA faculty

Research Question
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What is the impact of technology workshop on
faculty self-assessed proficiency?
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Distinguish technology innovation & integration
Explore framework for technology integration
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Critically appraise the eﬀectiveness
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Apply three new digital tools

I can teach a variety of
teaching strategies

•

Faculty presentations

•

Hands on practice
Apply new digital tools to curricula

Using educational
Using educational
I would feel confidant
technology will be useful in technology will be useful to completing the task using
my job
deepening student
educational technology if
understanding of content there was someone to help
N = 12
5 Point Scale: strongly agree – agree – neutral – disagree – strongly disagree
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iPads and laptops
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Technology instructor

Needs assessment to evaluate individual faculty’s
skills and attitude toward technology
Intervention - one day workshop
Pre and post workshop survey

Data Analysis

•

Descriptive statistics

NEXT STEPS
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1-on-1 support to faculty for curriculum
Assess technology innovation into curricula
Oﬀer quarterly workshops
Assess outcomes at one year
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•

Number of participants who agreed/strongly agreed with each statement in a follow up survey
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Tools

•

Small sample size

I learn new technology easily

Strategies
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No observed skills
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Self reported outcomes
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I can distinguish between I can identify a framework I can critically appraise the
I can apply three new I have increased confidence
innovation and technology for technology integration eﬀectiveness of technology digital tools to my curricula for integrating technology
integration
in my own curricula
integration into the
into my future teaching
curricula
N = 12
5 Point Scale: strongly agree – agree – neutral – disagree – strongly disagree
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